
As we venture back into our workplaces, with new protocols and  
an ambition to maximise productivity during our time in the office,  

lunch with colleagues is back on the menu. 

CONTACTLESS AND 
CONVENIENT

Contact us NOW for your obligation free 6 month trial!

SPEED
/ Contactless collection is instant
/ QR code scanning opens the locker and lunch is served

SECURITY
/ All interactions can occur through a mobile device which is 
secured through face ID, fingerprint recognition or passcode

HYGIENE 
/ Lockers are equipped with self-cleaning, UV technology*

/ With a significant reduction in touchpoints, there is no lining 
up or waiting for food preparation, and the need to interact with 
germ ridden eftpos machines is completely removed
/ No need to check in and get stuck visiting a site

CONVENIENCE

Our research indicates that the average time spent deciding, purchasing and waiting for lunch 
can often use up to half of an employees allocated break time. This is neither efficient or 
enjoyable, and now also comes with the added risk of multiple touch points being potential 
exposure sites.

FOODIFOX LOCKER SOLUTION WHAT OUR 
CLIENTS 
SAY…

“The convenience of 
having it all right 
there in the building 
and ordering via 
the app was really 
appealing. Also, the 
fixed menu is a 
great feature as it 
plays perfectly into 
the concept of the 

“paradox of choice”, 
by which it’s statisti-
cally much less likely 
to be disappointed 
by a choice or get 
food envy.” 
     - Nova Institute

*Australian Workers Take The Lid Off Lunch Breaks | QuickBooks Australia Research

‘Many employees say they skip lunch or breaks all together because there is too much 
work and not enough staff to share the load.’*
‘When deciding what to eat, convenience is a top priority, followed by taste, price, and 
nutritional value.’* 


